An atom laser is a hypothetical device that would produce an atomic field analogous to the electromagnetic field of a photon laser. Here I argue that for this analogy to be meaningful it is necessary to have a precise definition of a laser that applies equally to photon or atom lasers. The definition I propose is based on the principle that the output of a laser is well-approximated by a classical wave of futed intensity and phase. This principle yields four quantitative conditions that the output of a device must satisfy for that device to be considered a laser. The first two use only single particle concepts: (1) The output is highly directional and ideally has a single transverse mode, and (2) The longitudinal spatial frequency of the output beam is well defined in the sense that 6k < < k.
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Under these conditions the laser output can be described by a field operator b( t) satisfying [ b( t) , by( t ' ) ] = 6( t -t'). This implies that I( t) = bt( t)b( t) is the operator for the laser intensity (i.e., the atom flux) in the output. Then the second two conditions can be stated as: ( 3 ) The output intensity fluctuations are small in the sense that / ( I [ t ) , I(r'))l << (I)'for all t # t', and (4) The output phase fluctuations are small in the sense that J dsl (b(t + b(t) )l >> 1.
While explaining these requirements, I
analyze the similarities and differences between atom and photon lasers. The chief differences are due to the fact that atoms are massive particles, and that the total atom number must be conserved (so that the absolute phase of the atom field is physically meaningless). I briefly discuss the current proposals for atom lasers'-' and whether they could be true lasers. 1. Studies of the density profiles and low-energy excitations of dilute Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) in magnetic traps' have clearly established that much of the basic physics is correctly expressed in mean-field theory, which gives a good account of BEC statics2 via the Gross-Pitaevskii or nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLSE), and of low-energy excitat i o n~~ by the Bogoliubov or random-phase approximation.4
2.

3.
The success of these simple models suggests that one can begin to investigate largeamplitude motions and low-energy collisions of BECs via the NLSE, with the caveat that effects of particle correlation, which are not included in the mean-field description, will have to be addressed eventually. We present results of such investigations that have led to the following conclusions.
First, zero-energy collisions between ground state condensates that are separately prepared, and then juxtaposed, are dominated by soli ton^.^ Second, the soliton properties are in turn controlled by the difference between the relative phases Cp of the colliding condensates and by their initial separation. The basic ideas of Anderson6 relating to phase rigidity of "cold quantum matter" display themselves in a robust and striking manner in the solutions of the time-dependent NLSE. This phase rigidity then implies the inevitability, which we illustrate, of Josephson-type effects7 for artificially separated but weakly interacting BEC ground states. Figure 1 illustrates the formation and time evolution of a soliton whose velocity is determined by the phase offset between two ground state condensates that are brought into contact at time t = 0. The horizontal axis is the z dimension of an isotropic "box" trap. We assume that the motion in the other two dimensions is "fast," and on a spatial scale smaller than the "healing length" of the condensate, so that averaging over the other dimensions yields a one-dimensional NLSE (the validity of these assumptions has been tested by calculations in two and three dimensions). Time increases downward from the top of the figure, which corresponds to t = 0. The soliton appears on the left as a constant velocity "notch," which is the one-dimensional analog of a vortex in a three-dimensional system. The velocity v of the soliton is determined by the phase offset Cp at t = 0, with v = 0 corresponding to Cp = T . On the right of the figure the time evolution of the condensate phase is shown: there is constancy of phases (rigidity) except for an isolated discontinuity, which in fact drives the motion of the soliton. Figure 2 shows a similar calculation for a two-dimensional collision of equi-phased, but now initially separated, ground state condensates. In this case the initial spacing between condensate pieces translates into a family of four transversely propagating solitons; it is TUESDAY MORNING / QELS'97 / 2 7 seen that these separate the condensate into curds of constant phase. This behavior may be related to that observed in aniostropic traps by the MIT group.* Should the condensate pieces be distinguishable, as in recent Boulder experimnents,' the interference needed to generate solitons is missing, and mean-field theory then predicts phase separation of the repelling condensates, independent ofphase and spatial offsets. *Electron and Optical Physics Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899 
